
 

 
 

Biography 
 

Jazz Morley is a Bournemouth based singer-songwriter making waves with her beautiful soul-influenced 
electronica, gaining reference to the likes of Jessie Ware, Lana Del Rey and Sia.  
 
Growing up in a musical family, it was no surprise Jazz began writing songs at the piano from a young 
age. Finding influence from Whitney Houston to Jeff Buckley and Fleetwood Mac, the foundations for 
Jazz’s music had honest depth and showed an effortless ability for lyrics and melody that captivated 
the audiences of her early performances.  
 
Jazz studied at the Academy Of Contemporary Music in Guildford, where she honed her skills as a 
singer, songwriter and passionate performer. Following her graduation, Jazz took her piano and 
growing repertoire of original music on the road. With £500 in her pocket, she bought a “well loved” 
Citroën C15 van with 100,000 miles on the clock, named it Barry, and set forth to perform across the 
length and breadth of the UK. From living rooms, clubs and pubs to festivals including Isle Of Wight 
and The Great Escape, Jazz embraced the troubadour lifestyle. Whilst performing on the Emerging 
Artist stages at the 2012 London Olympics and Paralympics, the Huffington Post caught wind of Jazz’s 
talents, commenting that she was;  “reminiscent of the unconquerable superpower that is Adele.” 
High praise indeed. 
 
In late 2015, with 100,000 miles under her belt and a loyal fan base in place, Jazz decided to take time 
away from the stage to focus on developing her sound and her growing passion for soulful electronic 
music. This led to a working relationship with artist and producer Draper, who had recently finished 
working with Lapsley on her breakthrough single ‘Falling Short’. With a shared passion for writing and 
performing, they were able to develop Jazz’s music in a way that truly reflected the artist she was 
becoming.  In 2016 Jazz independently released her break through singles ‘Bad Love’ and ‘Take Me 
Down’ which set her on course to becoming the artist she is today. These gained immediate 
international praise from NYLON, Billboard, BBC Introducing, KCRW in the US and consecutive Top 5 
chart positions on Hype Machine as well as playlisting across Apple Music and Spotify which saw 
these songs streamed nearly 4 Million times in under a year. ‘Bad Love’ also went on to feature in US 
TV Drama ‘Stitchers’ and Visit Las Vegas global ad campaign ‘Now And Then’ which has been viewed 
more than 11 million times on YouTube. With this momentum, Jazz was invited to write and 
collaborate with some of the UK’s top producers. 
 
With a growing body of work, an amassing online fan base and new music set for release throughout 
2017, Jazz was able to bring together her new sound and passion for performing.  Headline shows 
commenced in London and Bournemouth with a new band in place, and a renewed love for the thrill 
of being on stage. Since then, Jazz has filled venues including The Old Queens Head, St Pancras Old 
Church, The Courtyard Theatre and the Music Week RADAR Showcase as well as Bournemouth’s 
prestigious Shelley Theatre, which was once home to author Mary Shelley.  
 
The Summer of 2017 saw Jazz released her breakthrough single, ‘Safe Place’, a love song written about 
her home by the sea in Boscombe and the people she has in her life. This song has proved to be a 
catalyst in her career; not only did it continue to find support from Spotify, Apple Music and online 
taste makers, but it opened doors at national radio across the BBC. Plays started to come through from 
Jo Whiley and Dermot O’Leary at Radio 2, shortly followed by BBC Radio 1 playlisting ‘Safe Place’ as the 
BBC Introducing Track Of The Week. The response was fantastic, winning support from listeners and 
presenters alike. Adele Robert said of Jazz: “She’s fantastic, so talented. We think she’s going to be a 
huge star”. Record Of The Day simply wrote “We find it remarkable that she remains unsigned, 
especially with a track this genuinely glorious in her repertoire”. The year was rounded off perfectly, 
with a stunning session on BBC Radio 4 Loose Ends performing her magical cover of Last Christmas.  
 
2018 didn’t let up and has been Jazz’s most exciting year to date. After a hugely successful showcase at 
MusExpo in Hollywood, which was funded and supported by the PRS Foundation, Jazz secured 
representation from music industry legend and UTA Global Head of Touring, Neil Warnock. Since then, 



 

Jazz has gone on to perform at Hyde Park, The Royal Albert Hall and Kew Gardens in line with her music 
continuing to find support at national radio and online. Elton John has recently proclaimed himself a 
fan on his Beats 1 show ‘Rocket Hour’ highlighting Jazz as ‘representative of the future of new music’. 
Now, who are we to argue with that! 2019 already looks set to be another stellar year for Jazz Morley.  
 
 
Adele Roberts, BBC Radio 1 -“She’s fantastic, so talented. We think she’s going to be a huge star” 
 
Line Of Best Fit - "Showcasing her velvet-smooth voice and ability to master the world of down-beat 
pop" 
 
Billboard Magazine - "...clear penchant for sunset-ready scorchers that could easily soundtrack any 
top-down drive to the coast” 
 
ELLE Magazine - "contemplative yet somehow vibrant vibes of a July sunset on the beach" 
 
NYLON Magazine – “Morley is one artist you shouldn’t have to go through life without listening to” 
 
Time Out London - "Haunting and soulful singer songwriter" 
 
Huffington Post – “reminiscent of the unconquerable superpower that is Adele” 
 
 
Management  
Ed Hill, Aneko Music / ed@anekomusic.com / 07875 046026 
 
Booking Agent 
Neil Warnock, United Talent Agency / Neil.Warnock@unitedtalent.com 
Assistant, Claire Baker / Claire.Baker@unitedtalent.com 
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